ACRONYM 11 - Round 9
1. In Disney's Robin Hood, the fox-like Maid Marian is aided by a feisty "Lady" who
resembles this animal. A 2000 film loosely based on The Great Escape features stop-motion
animated versions of these animals. A dumb and helpless one of these animals named
Heihei is deemed a "boat snack" while (*) accompanying the protagonists of Moana. Zach
Braff voiced a paranoid one of these animals in a 2005 Disney film, which co-starred Amy
Sedaris as Foxy Loxy. For 10 points, name this animal who, in that film, thinks the sky is falling.
ANSWER: chickens (accept Chicken Little; prompt on roosters or hens) <Nelson>
2. A pop singer named for these objects created the 2017 album and comic book tie-in
Skin&Earth. The singer of the song "May I Have This Dance?" performs under the name
"Francis and" these objects. In a song titled for one type of these objects, guest singer
Dwele notes (*) "I never thought you would take it this far" and asks "What do I know?". These
objects "stop me, turn to stone" according to an Ellie Goulding song about her fear of the dark.
For 10 points, name these objects that, in a Kanye West song, are called "extra bright."
ANSWER: lights (accept Francis and the Lights or Flashing Lights or All of the Lights)
<Nelson>
3. Brittney Reese is a seven-time world champion in this event, whose competitors often
employ a "hitch-kick." Galina Chistyakova has held the women's world record in this
event for almost 30 years, while the current men's record was set in 1991 by Mike (*)
Powell. This event makes use of a small board made of wood and plasticine. At the 1968
Olympics, Bob Beamon shattered this event's world record by almost two feet. In addition to his
sprinting medals, Carl Lewis won four golds in, for 10 points, what track event consisting of a
single leap?
ANSWER: long jump (accept broad jump) <Nelson>
4. A gun-wielding alternate version of this character makes an appearance after Essentially
Simon on a rap song by Big Chris. This man foils a mysterious "Raincoat" man who steals
candy in a 2017 TV special. This character is encountered for the fourth time in one (*)
sequence after a chainsaw-wielding mental patient played by Leslie Jones screams "I'm crazy! ...
For" this person. "Any questions?" is the catchphrase of, for 10 points, what absurd Halloween
character flanked by two "B-Boy skeletons" and played by Tom Hanks in the SNL sketch
"Haunted Elevator"?
ANSWER: David (S.) Pumpkins (accept David S. Pimpkins before "foils") <Vopava>
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5. In one appearance, this character uses the orientation of a map to justify her claim that
leaves fly south for the winter. This character gives an uncharacteristic hug before saying
"Happiness is a warm puppy." This character oddly considers the word "fussbucket" a
compliment and has an unrequited crush on a (*) Beethoven-loving piano player. This
self-styled psychiatrist repeatedly convinces a character she calls a "Blockhead" to kick a
football before pulling it away. For 10 points, name this sister of Linus and friend of Charlie
Brown in Peanuts.
ANSWER: Lucy van Pelt (prompt on "van Pelt") <Golden>
6. In January 2018, a football player at this position named Eric Wood announced a
career-ending neck injury. In 2017, analyst Gil Brandt named Jim Otto the best player in
the history of this position. The Rimington Trophy is given to the best collegiate player at
this position. The identical twins Mike and Maurkice (*) Pouncey both play this position.
Against a 3-4 defense, this player lines up across from the nose tackle. The shotgun formation
puts separation between the quarterback and, for 10 points, what player who snaps the ball?
ANSWER: center <Nelson>
7. A graphic music video by this artist depicts redheads being rounded up and forced to
run through a minefield. This artist referenced The Clash by repeating "London Calling"
in her early hit "Galang," and sampled The Clash's "Straight to Hell" in a hit that claims
"I got visas in my name." This woman settled a lawsuit with the (*) NFL after she flipped a
middle finger during a Super Bowl performance. Gunshots and a cash register are sampled in a
hit by, for 10 points, what British and Sri Lankan rapper behind the song "Paper Planes"?
ANSWER: M.I.A. (or Maya Arulpragasam or Mathangi Arulpragasam) <Nelson>
8. In a 2016 film, this actor portrayed a Canadian pilot who falls for a French resistance
fighter played by Marion Cotillard. This star of The Tree of Life played a carpenter who
risks his own safety to contact Solomon (*) Northup's friends and family in 12 Years a Slave.
Ben Rickert, the germaphobic financier in The Big Short, was played by this man, as was Billy
Beane, a baseball manager who employs sabermetrics to revamp the Oakland A's. Moneyball and
World War Z starred, for 10 points, what actor who recently separated from Angelina Jolie?
ANSWER: Brad Pitt (or William Bradley Pitt) <Vopava>
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9. A film based on this series concerns the Hands of Armageddon, which are hidden at a
hardware store. This series was the first project by the studio Man of Action. The
Amalgam Kids are among the characters in this series who aid a special police force known
as the (*) Plumbers. The series "Heroes United" crossed over this show with Generator Rex. A
watch-like device called the Ominitrix allows for a set of transformations by the title character
of, for 10 points, what Cartoon Network series whose spin-offs include Omniverse and Ultimate
Alien?
ANSWER: Ben 10 (accept Ben 10: Omniverse or Ben 10: Ultimate Alien) <Nelson>
10. In 2009, this MLB team's starting rotation featured Joe Blanton, a 46-year-old Jamie
Moyer, and in his final season, Pedro Martinez. This team had two different NL MVP
winners in 2006 and 2007, and they won the World Series in 2008. The second and most
recent no-hitter in (*) postseason history was by this team's Roy Halladay. This team finished
last in the NL East in 2017, its first year since 2003 without Ryan Howard. A goofy green
mascot named the Phanatic represents, for 10 points, what team from the City of Brotherly
Love?
ANSWER: Philadelphia Phillies (accept either) <Nelson>
11. One of these animals named James is a playable character in Spyro: Year of the Dragon
and is armed with rocket launchers. The peg-legged servants in the Disgaea series known
as Prinnies strongly resemble these animals. The inventor Gary the Gadget Guy is one of
these animals in a kid-friendly (*) MMORPG. An understandably angry one of these animals
will chase Mario if her child is not brought safely to the bottom of Cool, Cool Mountain in Super
Mario 64. Kirby's hammer-wielding foe King Dedede is, for 10 points, what flightless bird?
ANSWER: penguins <Nelson>
12. The 2004 film Primer concerns two men who accidentally create one of these things. In
Napoleon Dynamite, Uncle Rico buys one of these devices that ultimately just shocks
Napoleon. The Flash possesses a treadmill that functions as this type of device, which also
describes the Waverider used by Rip Hunter in a certain (*) CW series. A boy named
Sherman travels in one of these things invented by the brilliant dog Mr. Peabody. A 2010 film
depicts a hot tub that functions as, for 10 points, what device that titles an H. G. Wells novel set
in the year 802,701?
ANSWER: time machine (accept time transport device or other reasonable equivalents)
<Nelson>
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13. One character in this film is the author of the book You Can Have It All and has an
agent who misunderstands the word "turnt." A keynote speech at the Essence Festival is
the impetus for the title action of this film, in which a gossip columnist makes out with a
lamp after (*) drinking absinthe. Members of a group called the "Flossy Posse" are central to
this film, including the hard-partying Dina, a breakout role for Tiffany Haddish [HAY-dish].
Regina Hill and Queen Latifah star in, for 10 points, what 2017 film about a group of women
going to New Orleans?
ANSWER: Girls Trip <Nelson>
14. This band's name was inspired by a fake name Paul McCartney used when checking
into hotels. A latter day hit by this band asks "Do you remember Hullabaloo?" and
laments the end of the 1970s. This band appeared prominently in the Roger Corman film
Rock and Roll (*) High School, for which they sang the title song. Another hit by this band
claims "the kids are losing their minds" and repeats the chant "Hey! Ho! Let's go!" "Blitzkrieg
Bop" is by, for 10 points, what New York punk band whose members, including Dee Dee and
Joey, used a namesake surname?
ANSWER: Ramones <Nelson>
15. A historical drama on this network starred Josh Radnor as Jedediah Foster, a racist,
morphine-addicted doctor who romances a nurse at a Civil War hospital. Mercy Street
aired on this channel for which Russell Morash created The New Yankee Workshop, a
spinoff of this network's home improvement show This Old (*) House. American Masters is a
long-running mainstay on this network, which Mitt Romney vowed to eliminate in 2012. Nova
airs on, for 10 points, what American TV network whose program Masterpiece often airs British
shows like Sherlock?
ANSWER: PBS (or the Public Broadcasting Service) <Vopava>
16. A Sussex pond pudding is an English pastry that encases an entire one of these foods. A
U2 song titled for this food claims "when you're dry, she draws water from the stone." This
food is the surname of Hercule Poirot's secretary, as well as a TV character who goes into
show business with close friend (*) Jenna Maroney. Shouts of "Unacceptable!" are made by an
Earl and heir to the Candy Kingdom with this food for a head on Adventure Time. The
protagonist of 30 Rock has the surname of, for 10 points, what fruit that describes a crappy car?
ANSWER: lemons (accept Duke of Lemongrab or Felicity Lemon or Liz Lemon) <Nelson>
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17. This college is the alma mater of Don Barksdale, the first black NBA All-Star. This
school's most recent national championship came in 1995 when they were led by the
O'Bannon brothers. Steve Alford is the current coach at this school, whose alumni include
Kyle Anderson and Zach (*) LaVine. The man now known as Kareem Abdul-Jabbar played at
this school, who beginning in 1971 won a record 88 consecutive games. John Wooden won 10
NCAA championships in 12 years as the coach of, for 10 points, what Pac-12 school based in
southern California?
ANSWER: UCLA Bruins (or University of California Los Angeles; prompt on "Bruins"; do
not accept or prompt on "California" or similar) <Nelson>
18. A movie genre popular in the 1960s named for these places often starred a duo known
as Frankie and Annette. The opening scene of Chariots of Fire depicts men running across
one of these places, which is the setting of much of Point Break. Dwayne Johnson and Zac
(*) Efron starred in a 2017 comedy set in one of these places and based on a TV show that
starred David Hasselhoff. The destroyed Statue of Liberty in The Planet of the Apes is
discovered on, for 10 points, what type of place that is the setting of 2017's Baywatch?
ANSWER: beaches or coastlines (prompt on "ocean" or "sea") <Golden>
19. Jermaine Fuller, who may be best known for singing this song, was a brother-in-law of
Snoop Dogg and died in a 2002 police standoff. Lesser-known portions of this song repeat
the phrases "freestyle freestyle freestyle" and "tic tac toe." This song by the Buckwheat
Boyz (*) says of an unknown figure "where he at?" and "there he go." The best-known use of
this song occured in 2002 and paired it with an old .gif as part of a Flash animation. The phrase
"With a baseball bat" is repeated in, for 10 points, what memetic song frequently paired with a
dancing banana?
ANSWER: (It's) Peanut Butter Jelly Time <Nelson>
20. A nutcracker owned by this character impresses Lord Reginald. This character feeds
jelly-filled donuts to the Tickler before defeating Master Udon, who wants to sell her real
estate. This character attacks two friends who she believes are the criminals (*) Pinhead
Larry and Dirty Dan after waking from hibernation. An Alaskan Bullworm eats this character's
tail. This inventor and karate expert is originally from Texas, though she currently lives in a
treedome in Bikini Bottom. For 10 points, name this squirrel from SpongeBob Squarepants.
ANSWER: Sandy Cheeks (accept either; accept Sandra Cheeks) <Golden>
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1. A creature named Shenlong is summoned with the use of these objects. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this set of seven objects, each of which bears a different number of stars. The fifth
and current TV series revolving around these objects is subtitled "Super."
ANSWER: Dragon Balls
[10] In most media in which they appear, the Dragon Balls are pursued by this black-haired
protagonist, who is loosely based on Sun Wukong from Journey to the West.
ANSWER: Goku (or Son Goku)
[10] Like many anime series, Dragon Ball Super is available in the U.S. via this online
distribution service that specializes in Asian media. This service, which has over 20 million
subscribers, is named for a food product.
ANSWER: Crunchyroll <Nelson>
2. Well-made downloadable content has occasionally given an unpopular or mediocre video
game a second chance at success. For 10 points each:
[10] A major example of this is the "A Realm Reborn" release of this Square Enix MMORPG,
which saved the game from its disastrous original launch.
ANSWER: Final Fantasy XIV ["14"] (prompt on "Final Fantasy")
[10] This hack-and-slash game by Blizzard had a tepid reception upon its 2012 release, but the
endgame content in its Reaper of Souls expansion largely revitalized it.
ANSWER: Diablo III (prompt on "Diablo")
[10] This 2D sandbox game by Re-Logic was light on content at launch but has added massive
amounts of content in later updates, including a "final boss" in 2015. This game's logo is spelled
out in underground dirt.
ANSWER: Terraria <Nelson>
3. Dave Fleet, the head of a team of 3D artists, claimed it took about six weeks to digitally
remove this thing. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this physical feature that had to be removed from the star of a certain 2017 superhero
film. The possessor of this thing was unable to actually remove it due to his obligations on
another film.
ANSWER: Henry Cavill's moustache (accept Superman's moustache or similar; accept
answers describing the upper lip of either Henry Cavill or Superman)
[10] Henry Cavill's moustache was painstakingly removed from his scenes as Superman in this
mildly-entertaining blockbuster.
ANSWER: Justice League
[10] This film studio, whose logo consists of an arc of stars surrounding a geographical feature,
consistently and amusingly refused Warner Bros.'s requests to let Cavill shave his moustache.
ANSWER: Paramount Pictures <Nelson>
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4. While filming a promo video in 2016, this player mistakenly claimed "don't watch us play this
season." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Canadian basketball player, who most recently played for the Nets. This former
#1 draft pick is considered one of the league's biggest busts.
ANSWER: Anthony Bennett
[10] In December 2017, Bennett was acquired by the Maine Red Claws, a team in this
developmental league of the NBA. Formerly called the "D-League," it changed its name slightly
after taking on a major sponsor.
ANSWER: NBA G League
[10] This team selected Bennett first overall in the 2013 draft. Two years earlier, this team more
wisely used the top pick to select Kyrie Irving.
ANSWER: Cleveland Cavaliers (accept either or Cavs) <Nelson>
5. A song in this style named for a "beer barrel" is an unofficial song of the state of Wisconsin.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this genre of music originating in Bohemia.
ANSWER: polka
[10] Remarkably, two of the most well-known polka-related musicians in the U.S. share this last
name, though they are unrelated. Frankie, one of the men with this surname, is known as
"America's Polka King."
ANSWER: Yankovic (accept Frankie Yankovic or Frank Yankovic or Weird Al Yankovic)
[10] This country singer behind "On the Road Again" and the album Red-Headed Stranger
began his career as the singer of a group named Bohemian Polka.
ANSWER: Willie (Hugh) Nelson <Nelson>
6. Despite the show being set in the 2370s, this actor appeared on an episode of Star Trek: The
Next Generation as himself. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this British scientist and author of the book A Brief History of Time.
ANSWER: Stephen Hawking
[10] Eddie Redmayne won an Oscar for playing Stephen Hawking in this 2014 film, which
depicted his diagnosis with ALS.
ANSWER: The Theory of Everything
[10] Hawking presented the championship trophy to Balliol College, Oxford at the conclusion of
the 2017 season of this British TV series, which is essentially a presentation of collegiate quiz
bowl.
ANSWER: University Challenge <Nelson>
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7. Since 1970, if an animated TV show has featured an animal or monster character, it was
probably voiced by actor Frank Welker. For 10 points each:
[10] Welker voiced both Dr. Claw and Penny's dog Brain on this 1980s TV series about a
hapless bionic detective.
ANSWER: Inspector Gadget
[10] On Futurama, Welker provided the animalistic noises as well as the erudite dialogue of this
character, Leela's secretly hyper-intelligent pet.
ANSWER: (Lord) Nibbler
[10] With few exceptions, Welker has been the voice of Fred, the ascot-wearing love interest of
Daphne in various media titled for this dog, who helps solve numerous mysteries.
ANSWER: Scooby Doo (prompt on partial answers) <Vopava>
8. Worried that your disposable pop song sounds a little bit too disposable? Just call Nicki
Minaj! For 10 points each:
[10] Minaj amazingly rhymes "wiener" with "I gotta keep an eye out for Selener" [suh-LEEN-er]
in her verse in "Beauty and a Beat," a 2012 song by this noted Canadian ragamuffin.
ANSWER: Justin Bieber (or Justin Drew Bieber; roll your eyes as you prompt on "J. Biebs" or
"(the) Biebs" or similar)
[10] After gloating how "silly rap beefs just get me more checks," Minaj sings, "Don't be tryin' to
double back / I already despise you" in this song from the 2017 album Witness.
ANSWER: Swish Swish [by Katy Perry]
[10] Minaj plugs her own moscato brand Myx, calling it "frizz in a bottle / It's Nicki full throttle"
in her verse from "Bang Bang," a song also featuring this woman behind the One Love
Manchester concert.
ANSWER: Ariana Grande (or Ariana Grande-Butera) <Vopava>
9. For 10 points each, answer the following about the history of the Winter Olympics:
[10] The first Winter Games were held in 1924 in this French alpine resort town. Aside from its
Olympic history, there is literally nothing else notable about this town.
ANSWER: Chamonix (sham-uh-"NIECE")
[10] Although the Chamonix Olympics featured this sport, it was not included again until 1998.
In this sport, teams led by a "skip" try to maneuver a set of objects onto the "button."
ANSWER: curling
[10] Since 1960 the Winter Olympics have incorporated the biathlon, a rather odd combination
of these two disciplines.
ANSWER: (rifle) shooting and cross-country skiing (accept answers in either order; prompt
specifically on "skiing") <Vopava>
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10. Alejandro Jodorowsky attempted to make a roughly 10-hour film based on this book that
would feature Orson Welles, Salvador Dali, and Mick Jagger. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this sci-fi novel by Frank Herbert. Jodorowsky's film would have starred his 12
year-old son Brontis as Paul Atreides.
ANSWER: Dune
[10] This other director helmed a 1984 adaptation of Dune, which flopped at the box office. He
is better known for surrealist films like Eraserhead and Mulholland Drive.
ANSWER: David Lynch (or David Keith Lynch)
[10] Many people who worked on Jodorowsky's Dune later worked on this pioneering horror
film, which starred Sigourney Weaver as Ellen Ripley. In a famous scene, its title creature bursts
out of Kane's chest.
ANSWER: Alien (do not accept or prompt on "Aliens") <Golden>
11. This company's corporate magazine Stratus features articles like "Minimum Wage,
Maximum Fun!" and a guide to on-the-job injuries called "Walk It Off." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this fictitious Walmart-esque company, one of whose locations is managed by the
affable idiot Glenn Sturgis.
ANSWER: Cloud 9
[10] Cloud 9 is the setting of this NBC workplace sitcom featuring Ben Feldman as new hire
Jonah Simms.
ANSWER: Superstore
[10] Amy, who wears misleading nametags so that customers can't call her by her real name, is
played on Superstore by America Ferrara, who is best known for playing the frumpy and
supposedly unattractive title character of this 2000s sitcom set at the fashion magazine Mode.
ANSWER: Ugly Betty <Vopava>
12. One Onion article congratulated this band on their Grammy win for "Vest of the Year," while
another reported how they "can't believe they all got each other mandolins for Christmas." For 10
points each:
[10] Name this English folk rock band whose album Babel includes the song "I Will Wait."
ANSWER: Mumford and Sons
[10] In 2012 Mumford and Sons released a live album recorded at this iconic concert venue,
which is nestled inside a namesake geographical feature outside Denver, Colorado.
ANSWER: Red Rocks Amphitheatre (accept The Road to Red Rocks)
[10] This early hit by Mumford and Sons claims "I will hold on hope” and implores the listener
to come out of the title place "walking on your hands."
ANSWER: The Cave <Vopava>
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13. The chaotic seventh inning of Game 5 of the 2015 American League Division Series took
almost an hour to complete. For 10 points each:
[10] The game took place between the Texas Rangers and this home team that plays in the
Rogers Centre, the only Major League park outside of the U.S.
ANSWER: Toronto Blue Jays (accept either; prompt on "Jays")
[10] The Toronto crowd became irate and threw stuff on the field after a controversial run was
scored by this fiery Rangers second baseman nicknamed "Rougie." [ROO-gee]
ANSWER: Roughned (Roberto) Odor [ROOG-ned oh-DOHR]
[10] In the bottom of the inning, this long-time Jays great hit a go-ahead home run, causing the
already energetic crowd to go ballistic. The next season, Roughned Odor punched this player in
the face in an on-field brawl.
ANSWER: Jose Bautista <Nelson>
14. Kala rescues this character after his father, Lord Greystoke, is killed by Kerchak. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this character created by Edgar Rice Burroughs, who lives in the jungle among the
apes before meeting an American named Jane.
ANSWER: Tarzan (or John Clayton; or John Clayton III)
[10] Burroughs wrote about a Civil War veteran named John Carter who gets transported to this
place, which its natives call Barsoom. Ray Bradbury wrote a series of "Chronicles" about the
inhabitants of this place.
ANSWER: Mars
[10] Mark Watney is stranded on Mars in this author's novel The Martian. A smuggler
nicknamed Jazz lives on the moon in his 2017 novel Artemis.
ANSWER: Andy Weir (or Andrew Taylor Weir) <Golden>
15. The reboot of Ghostbusters taught us that if you cast your new film with women in it, idiots
on the internet will lose their minds. For 10 points each:
[10] An example of this is the response to upcoming remake of Road House set to star this
female former MMA star who made the switch to pro wrestling in 2018.
ANSWER: Ronda (Jean) Rousey
[10] A similar reaction followed the announcement of the cast of this upcoming heist film, which
will star Sandra Bullock, Anne Hathaway, and Helena Bonham-Carter and others.
ANSWER: Ocean's Eight
[10] Everyone on the internet suddenly became literary critics in 2017 when Deadline reported
on a planned all-girl adaptation of this 1954 novel about a group of British boys.
ANSWER: Lord of the Flies <Vopava>
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16. A carpenter playing this game in a church basement set the record for most points in a game
by one player with 830, and played "quixotry" for 365 points on one turn. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Hasbro board game which requires laying down tiles to make words.
ANSWER: Scrabble
[10] In Scrabble, this term refers to using all seven tiles, giving the player an additional 50
points. It shares its name with a different, unrelated game.
ANSWER: bingo
[10] Two different Scrabble tiles each have a face value of 8 points. Name both of the letters
found on the tiles.
ANSWER: J and X <Golden>
17. This fan of Malcolm Gladwell once noted "If a man does not have the sauce, he is lost. But
that same man can be lost in the sauce." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this rapper, who notably has an ice cream cone tattooed on his face. After his release
from prison in late 2016, he recorded the song "I Get the Bag" with Migos and was featured on
Rae Sremmurd's "Black Beatles".
ANSWER: Gucci Mane (or Radric Delantic Davis; or Guwop; prompt on "East Atlanta Santa")
[10] This teenage rapper recorded the repetitive songs "Gucci Gang" and "D Rose". He is
weirdly fond of saying the phrase "esketit" [pronounced kind of like "let’s get it"].
ANSWER: Lil Pump (or Gazzy Garcia)
[10] This Bay Area female rapper is most famous for her viral 2011 song "Gucci Gucci", in
which she namedrops "Gucci Gucci, Louis Louis, Fendi Fendi, Prada."
ANSWER: Kreayshawn (or Natassia Gail Zolot) <Golden>
18. Four characters on this show are allowed to hide out in a Chinese restaurant after one of them
pays for ten of everything on the menu. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2017 Netflix limited series in which a criminal organization known as the Hand
tries to recruit Danny Rand.
ANSWER: (Marvel's) The Defenders
[10] The most reluctant of the four Defenders is this superpowered private investigator played by
Krysten Ritter. In the first season of her own series, this character is menaced by the powerful
telepath Kilgrave.
ANSWER: Jessica Jones (accept either)
[10] In The Defenders, the leader of the Hand resurrects this red-clad, sai-wielding woman and
ally of Daredevil as the "Black Sky."
ANSWER: Elektra (or Elektra Natchios) <Vopava>
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19. The film series The Expendables is the brainchild of this actor, who plays squad leader
Barney Ross in all three films. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this actor, who appears primarily in action films. He reprised his most famous role in
the 2015 sports film Creed.
ANSWER: Sylvester Stallone (or Sly Stallone or Michael Sylvester Gardenzio Stallone)
[10] This former boxer, who was played in seven total films by Sylvester Stallone, appears in
Creed as a trainer and mentor to the title character.
ANSWER: Rocky Balboa (accept either)
[10] In a more family-friendly role, Stallone appeared as the Toymaker, an evil video game
designer who creates the VR experience Game Over in this 2003 film sequel.
ANSWER: Spy Kids 3-D: Game Over <Nelson>
20. Only four NFL players have rushed for 200 or more yards in consecutive games. For 10
points each:
[10] This man, who became the most recent player to reach the milestone in 2016, was bizarrely
traded for just a single draft pick from the Dolphins to the Eagles partway through the 2017
season.
ANSWER: Jay Ajayi [uh-JYE-ee] (or Oluwadamilola Jonathan Ajayi)
[10] This former University of Texas standout also had consecutive 200-yard games with the
Dolphins. This player's long career was interrupted by several suspensions over his use of
cannabis.
ANSWER: Ricky Williams (or Errick Lynne Williams Jr.)
[10] This former Bills running back was the first player to do it and the only player to do it twice.
However, he is much better known for a number of acts outside of football.
ANSWER: O.J. Simpson (or Orenthal James Simpson; prompt on "O.J." or "Juice") [The fourth
player to accomplish the aforementioned feat was Earl Campbell.] <Nelson>

